ABSTRACT. Smooth circle actions are constructed on odd-dimensional homotopy spheres that do not bound spin manifolds. Examples are given in every dimension for which exotic spheres of the described type exist.
A result of H. B. Lawson and S.-T. Yau [15] implies that homotopy spheres not bounding spin manifolds do not admit effective smooth S3 or S03 actions. On the other hand, G. Bredon has shown that even-dimensional manifolds of this type can admit smooth circle actions [9] ; in fact, such examples exist in every dimension of the form 8k + 2, where k > 0. Since homotopy spheres that are not spin boundaries only occur in dimensions 8k + 1 and 8k + 2 ik> 0), it is natural to ask if smooth circle actions also exist on (8/V + l)-dimensional examples. We shall prove the answer is yes.
Theorem. For every k > 1, there exists a homotopy i8k + l)-sphere not bounding a spin manifold that admits an effective smooth S1 action.
We shall prove this result by explicitly constructing semifree circle actions (see [10] ) using surgery-theoretic methods. The motivation for such an approach is that it yields an extremely simple proof of Bredon's result in the even-dimensional case (see Remark 3.11 below). Several technical facts make the odd-dimensional case more complicated; the most important are (i) the indecomposability of the (8& + l)-dimensional framed bordism classes of the homotopy spheres considered, and (ii) the need to calculate surgery obstructions for normal maps into certain simply connected 8/t-manifolds. Needless to say, the bulk of this paper is devoted to circumventing the first problem and studying the second. These are done using the machinery of Adams' JiX) papers (e.g., [2] , [3] ) and the validity of the Adams conjecture [19] , Remarks. 1. It is natural to ask whether tori of rank > 2 can act smoothly on the manifolds considered; I do not know the answer to this question.
2. The exotic spheres considered here provide examples of odd-dimensional spin manifolds with smooth S1 actions but no Riemannian metric having positive scalar curvature (compare [15] ).
1. Decomposability of píi.pk. We begin by recalling from [5] that the image of figfc+e m ^Ifc+e (e = 1 or 2) is cyclic of order 2. Furthermore, the odddimensional spin classes have preimages pk E Í2grk+1 of order two defined in [3] , and the even-dimensional classes have preimages pkrj (where 0 # tj E nfx s Z2) [3], [5] . Since p^KO^S0) -*■ KO*{SSk+1) is nontrivial [3] , it follows from the results of [3] that pk is indecomposable in Í2#r. On the other hand, for some time it has been known that the image of pk in Í2|p,n is decomposable (Milnor treats the cases k = 1, 2 in [18] and the rest follow from [3] and the conjecture in [18, p. 61] ). For our purposes it is necessary to know that pmpk is decomposable as Mkrj in 7r*(F/0). Although this is undoubtedly known to many people, no proof appears to be in the literature, and therefore we shall record one in this section.
D. Sullivan has pointed out that the Adams conjecture yields splittings of the the spaces F and FfO at every prime p; namely,
F/O^^BSO( the first splitting for p odd was mentioned in [24] , and the general cases are treated in [17] ).
These splittings are related by the fact that the composite Cok/, -, -► F,px -► FfO^ -* Cok// ) is (homotopically) the identity. Furthermore, the inclusions of /^v and BSOqj-, fit into a long commutative diagram,
where, the horizontal rows are extended fibration sequences, \pk is an Adams operation, and k is suitably chosen with respect to p (see [23] for p odd; if p = 2, k = 3 is the customary value [14] , [17] ).
Recall that if p is odd then n^J^) is equal to the classical image of the p-primary /-homomorphism [23] , while if p = 2 then n*{J(p)) contains the image of the 2-primary /-homomorphism together with Z2-summands in dimensions 8k + 1,8k + 2 {k > 1) corresponding to pk and pkr¡ (compare [14] ). Since p*pk and p*pkT\ are nonzero in it#{F/0), the following observation is immediate:
(1.3) With respect to the splitting of F/0(2) given in (1.2), the first coordinates of the images of p*pk and p*pkr¡ in tt*(F/c9(2)) are nonzero and the second coordinates are zero.
From the above considerations the desired factorization of P*pk follows readily: Proposition 1.4. Suppose k>,l. Then there is a class Mk E nskiF/0) satisfying (i) Mk passes to a generator of 7T8fc(F/0)/Torsion = Z.
(ii) MkT¡ =p*Pk.
Proof. Let M!k E 7r8fc(F/0)(2) correspond to a generator of ir8kiBSO)û nder splitting (1.2). Then A/^77 = image of pit.pk by (1.3) and the nontriviality of r)*:ir6kiBSO)-^-ir6k+xiBSO) [8] . Let M"k E 7r8fe(F/0) be chosen so that image M"k = aM,k for some odd integer a; since Mkr\ = image p^pk, it follows that M"kr]-pçPk is odd torsion. But p#pk has order 2 by construction, and A/£t7 also has order 2 because 77 does and the composition 7rp+(J(5p) x npiF/0) -► Kp+qiF/O) is bilinear (compare [20] ); thus the above difference has order two and accordingly is zero.
Consider the class of Af£ in rr8fc(F/0)/Torsion. Since p^pk is not divisible by 2 and the homotopy composition is bilinear, [M"k] is not divisible by 2. Thus if Mk E 7r8fc(F/0) represents a generator and [M"k] is divisible by the odd integer b, then M"k -bMk is torsion in irSkiF/0). Finally, the element Mk = M"k + (1 -b)Mk has all the desired properties (notice that bÇrj = fn since 2tj = 0).
2. Pontrjagin class calculations. In order to prove our main result, it is necessary to show that certain types of normal maps into certain 1 -connected 8k-manifolds (e. g., S2 x CP3) are normally bordant to homotopy equivalences. Since the obstruction to finding such bordisms is an index difference [11], it is obviously necessary to study the rational Pontrjagin classes of fiber homotopically trivial bundles over the relevant 8/V-manifolds. The necessary facts are collected in this section; everything done here is a straightforward application of basic results on -theory found in [l]- [4] , [7] and the Adams conjecture. Let k > 1 be an integer, and let s be another integer satisfying 1 <s <2&-1 ; we wish to find the Pontrjagin classes of certain fiber homotopically trivial vector bundles over the 8fc-dimensional complex xk,s = Ssk-4s~2 iCP2s+lfCP2s~2).
It is well known (compare [13] , [22] ) that this cell complex is homotopically the mapping cone of a function /+ rjiS8*-1 VS8fc-3->S8fe-4, where 77 is the suspended Hopf map (as usual) and / is partially determined as follows:
Proposition 2.1. 77ze complex e-invariant off:Sik~l -> 58fe"4 is given byec(f) = is + 0/12.
Proof. By the results of [3, §7], it suffices to calculate the Chern character of an element in K(C(f)) that restricts to a generator of K(SSk~4) = Z iOf) = mapping cone of/). On the other hand, by the above description of Xk!! it is clear that there is a map C(f) -> Xk s inducing a surjection of integral singular cohomology, and thus it suffices to calculate Chern characters for elements of K{Xks). But this is a simple application of the results in [7] and the multiplicativity of the Chern character.
By Combining (2.2) and (2.3), we obtain the characteristic classes of f :
(rf denotes the underlying real vector bundle.) Actually, we are not primarily interested in rf, but rather in a fiber homotopically trivial vector bundle whose restriction to KO{S8k~4) = Z generates the kernel of the /-homomorphism, at least when localized at 2. According to the Adams conjecture, such a vector bundle is given by since p2k{w) = 2{4k -l)!A8fc, the Pontrjagin classes of (2.6) are easily obtainable from (2.5) and (2.7) (alternatively, one can use Adams' formula for ch i//*f [1, Theorem 5.1 (vi)] directly). Finally, we record the following simple fact.
Proposition 2.8. The "restriction" map from KO{Xks) to KO{C{f)) is an isomorphism.
This follows immediately from the triviality of n¡{BO) for i* = 5, 6, 7 mod 8.
such that a ® C= o (and hence 2o = ro); a' exists since trsk_xiU/0) = 0 by Bott periodicity [8] . Using the isomorphism of Proposition 2.8, these vector bundles may be pulled back to vector bundles on s6k~4s~2 x CP2s+1 (= Mks henceforth), and we shall also call these pullbacks a and ß. By the Adams conjecture, 3ea and 3eß are fiber homotopically trivial for suitably large e, and thus for each pair of integers (x, y) there is a normal map f:Xsk-^Mks for which tx © f*vM =zf*(3exa © 3eyß). /s* '6 ■(« + !).
The above equation has the form y a = xb, where a and b are rational numbers; we wish to calculate the 2-adic valuations of these coefficients, which are given by the formula c = 2-(log2"2(0)p/(7j where p and q are odd integers.
Since v2{j4m) = v2{32m -1) (compare [3] ) and the numerator of Bm/4m is odd (the denominator is divisible by 8), we have v2{a) = 1. To calculate v2{b), write b -={b' -b"){s + 1), where b' and b" are the two positive rational coefficients in the expression enclosed within braces on the right-hand side of (3.5). By the same reasoning used for v2{a), we see that (3.6) v2{b') = l, v2{b") = 2.
It follows that v2{b) = 2i>2(s + 1). Therefore v2{a) < v2{b) reduces to the inequality (3.7) s # 3 mod 4.
Fact (3.8). If (3.7) holds, then there is an integral solution of the (equivalent) equations (3.2), (3.4), or (3.5) with y odd. For then v2{a) < v2{b) implies a = 2aipfq), b = 2<3{r/t) where p, q, r, t are odd integers and a > ß, so that {x, y) = {2a~^pt, qr) solves the equation (s).
We can now prove a strong form of the main result.
Theorem 3.9. Let k > 1 and q < 2k; assume that q ^ 1 and q ^ 0 mod 4. Then there is a semifree circle action on some exotic {8k + \)-sphere not bounding a spin manifold whose fixed point set is an ordinary sphere of codimension 4q. (see [10] or [25, pp. 106-107] for background information). But, by construction, the bundles 3exa + 3eyß are induced from fiber homotopically trivial vector bundles over S8k-4s-2iCP2s+1/CP2s~2), and hence canonical choices of the desired type are always possible.
If we excise the open submanifolds over which f(xy) is a diffeomorphism by construction, we obtain a canonically associated relative normal map of pairs
that is a diffeomorphism on the boundary. The relative surgery obstruction for this relative normal map f agrees with the (absolute) surgery obstruction for / since£>8fc-4i-2 x cp2s+i anas»*-«*-* x CP2s+l are both 1-connected (compare [11] or [25, pp. 106-107]), and thus/L y\ is normally bordant to a homotopy equivalence if and only if (xr, y) satisfies equations (3.2), (3.4), (3.5). By (3.8), the comments after (3.7), and the immediately preceding remarks, we may choose (x, y) so that y is odd, and the surgery obstruction for/I * vanishes. For the above choice of (x, y), assume the normal map f[x y\ is chosen within the appropriate cobordism class to be a homotopy equivalence (there is an essentially unique choice up to /z-cobordism by the surgery exact sequence [11], [25] since ¿8fc+1(l) = 0); using this representative, a semifree circle action may be constructed on some homotopy (8k + l)-sphere by the following standard process (compare [10] To determine the Pontrjagin-Thom invariant of ^fkt) for the above choice of (surgically unobstructed) normal map, by naturality it suffices to determine the image of 3e{x$ + yo) in {n8k+1{BSO) ® Z[l/3]) x (ff8fc_4i_2(fiSö)®Z[l/3]) under the map it* analogous to (3.10) for Z?S0[l/3]. By Bott periodicity the first factor is Z2 and the second is Z2 or 0, and by (1.3) and Proposition 1.4 it suffices to show that the first coordinate of 7r*(3e(xf + yo')) is nonzero. Since the product group has exponent two, the coefficient 3e acts as the identity and can be suppressed; thus we need only consider xn*Ç + yir*o'. First, we claim that 7r*f = 0; this is true because f has a complex structure, the restriction maps K{SmCP2s+2) -► K{SmCP2s+l) are onto [4] , and CP2s+2 is the mapping cone of it. On the other hand, o' is the pullback of the generator of ir&kiBSO) under the .collapsing map C$k-4s-2(/-ip2s+l/0>2l-2\_^ o8fc
and it*o' is thus the composite of this generator with the map .£8fc+l _>.^8fc-4i-2/Q)2ï+l\_y$*k localized away from 3. It is well known that h is the suspended Hopf map (compare [13] or [22] ), so that oh is the nonzero element of 7r8fc+1 iBSO) = Z2 (see [8] ); since tensoring with Z[l/3] is an isomorphism for finite 2-primary groups, the first coordinate of 7rV is also nonzero. Since y is odd, these calculations, Proposition 1.4 and (1.3) conclude the proof of Theorem 3.9. Complement 3.11. A similar but simpler argument proves the analogous result for exotic i8k + 2)-spheres not bounding spin manifolds with no restrictions on q except the obvious one, 4q < 8k + 2. Explicitly, take the normal map whose classifying bundle juf in [s&k~4s+liCP2s+1 V 5°), FfO] is the pullback of the element p^pk E igTc+ii^/O)-Since odd-dimensional 1-connected surgery groups vanish, the relative normal map corresponds to a homotopy equivalence that is a diffeomorphism on the boundary. As in the preceding paragraph, the first coordinate of n*pk is p*jufci7, and thus the previously described construction for semifree circle actions yields the desired examples. This method of construction is basically equivalent to Bredon's [9] . Of course, the important simplifying difference is that odd-dimensional simply connected surgery is always possible. references
